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PNA EAS’s cornerstones

- Integration
- Interoperability
Our focus: the SYSTEM

- Physically connected
- ICT integrated
Our focus: the SYSTEM

Main goal

Creation of a Community
PNA EAS’s idea of Port of the Future

Our PATH to the future
How do we plan to travel to the future?

For us the Port of the Future is not an objective. It is a path driven through a triad (ship, road and TRAIN)

CONNECTED PORT

• d2d enablers
• peer role with external stakeholders
2030 Vision of harmonization

Where do we position ourselves?
PRESENT:

- Forced ICT harmonization

PRESENT → our current effort to the path to the Future

Natural ICT harmonization:

- Recognised Standard
- Same Language

Future:

- Incremental changes
- Disruptive innovations
- Suppliers
Are we ready for the future?
We set our first steps “to be in the future”

CORRIDORS

- Logistic
- Transnational
- Institutional
Are we ready for the future?
We set our first steps “to be in the future”

Merging together

Who will accompany us to the future?
Thank you

... Looking forward to see you in the future...
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